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1. Context 

The advent and vigorous global transmission of the 

severe acute respiratory syndrome Coronavirus-2 

(SARS-CoV-2), the cause of coronavirus disease 2019 

(COVID-19) pandemic, is a crucial challenge for the 

governments and the healthcare services and has 

interrupted various socioeconomic activities 

worldwide (1-5). In India, the second wave of 

COVID-19 cases escalated toward the last week of 

February in 2021 when the average reported cases per 
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Abstract 

The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)-related pandemic has been in existence for almost 2 years 

now after its possible emergence from a wet market in the city of Wuhan of the Chinese mainland. Evidence of 

the emergence and transmission of this virus was attributed to bats and pangolins. The causative virus, severe 

acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), has rapidly spread globally, affecting humans 

considerably with its current death toll to be over 4.7 million out of more than 233 confirmed cases as of 

September 2021. The virus is constantly mutating and continuously trying to establish itself in humans by 

increasing its transmissibility and virulence through its numerous emerging variants. Several countries have 

been facing multiple waves of COVID-19 outbreaks one after the other, putting the medical and healthcare 

establishments under tremendous stress. Although very few drugs and vaccines have been approved for 

emergency use, their production capabilities need to meet the needs of a huge global population. Currently, not 

even a quarter of the world population is vaccinated. The situation in India has worsened during the ongoing 

second wave with the involvement of virus variants with a rapid and huge surge in COVID-19 cases, where the 

scarcity of hospital infrastructure, antiviral agents, and oxygen has led to increased deaths. Recently, increased 

surveillance and monitoring, strengthening of medical facilities, campaigns of awareness programs, progressive 

vaccination drive, and high collaborative efforts have led to limiting the surge of COVID-19 cases in India to a 

low level. This review outlines the global status of the pandemic with special reference to the Indian scenario.  

Keywords: Challenges, COVID-19, COVID-appropriate behavior, Fears of third wave, Pandemic scenario, 

SARS-CoV-2, Second wave  
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day reached over 15,000. The second wave of 

COVID-19 propagated much more rapidly in India 

than the first wave (Figure 1). With a rapid and 

uncontrolled surge in the cases by May 2021, the 

condition started worsening setting new daily global 

record cases of infections and deaths (6). A major  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Evidence Acquisition 

The data sources were collected from authentic 

academic databases, such as PubMed, ScienceDirect, 

Scopus, and Google Scholar, along with some public 

and government health organization websites, such as 

the World Health Organization (WHO), and the Centre 

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) resources. 

After a literature search covering 2020-2021, the 

obtained data were carefully examined, and only the 

relevant studies were considered for critical discussion 

while excluding the generalized studies. 

Several countries have been facing multiple waves, 

putting the medical and healthcare establishments 

under tremendous stress. Another big challenge, as 

observed in the second wave, is the secondary invasive 

opportunistic infections in the COVID-19 patients 

during the infection and also during convalescence (8). 

Such infections are reportedly prominent in the 

recovered (or recovering) COVID-19 cases with 

uncontrolled diabetes (high blood sugar), prolonged 

intensive care units stay, immuno-compromised state 

(such as human immunodeficiency virus/acquired 

immunodeficiency syndrome), chronic kidney disease, 

hematological malignancies, and solid organ transplant 

(9). The spread of these fungal infections could also be 

 

public health threat in the form of the second wave of 

COVID-19 is the result of the mutating SARS-CoV-2 

that made it extremely contagious. The nations 

worldwide undertake extensive measures for 

expeditious vaccination drive to gain control over the 

pandemic at the earliest stage (7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

attributed to steroids and antibiotic overdose during 

COVID-19 treatment (10).  

India has the second-largest diabetic population, 

around 70% of which are uncontrolled (11). The 

mortality rate of COVID-related fungal infection is 

reportedly higher (~87%), compared to the earlier cases 

in non-COVID patients (~50%) (12,13). Hence, this 

pandemic is far more threatening for persons with pre-

existing comorbidities. Prompt and effective 

governmental interventions are much needed to seize 

the vigorous progression of this pandemic (14). The 

findings reported here and the lessons learned shall 

enable the healthcare system to counter this ongoing 

global pandemic. 

3. Results 

In the initial search, 125 articles/data were found, 76 

of which were selected for further analysis based on the 

specific inclusion and exclusion criteria. The most 

relevant, and critical literature was given preference 

and the obtained data were used to develop this specific 

area review. 

3.1. COVID-19 Cases and Death Rate 

As of  May 3, 2021, there were 1,69,60,172 globally 

positive COVID-19 cases which increase at a rate of  

 

 

Figure 1. The daily COVID-19 situation report on India reproduced from the World 

Health Organization (Accessed on 26th September 2021) (15). 
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about 400,000 cases per day in India. Moreover, the 

death toll has risen to 2,22,408 (1.10%) by May 4, 

2021, with 3449 daily cases. Owing to the progressing 

second wave of COVID-19, testing has remarkably 

increased to cater to the escalating cases at an aggregate 

of 29,33,10,779 samples tested by May 3, 2021 (16). 

India is fighting against the ongoing second wave with 

an atypical ascent of day-to-day cases and swift 

infection rates with hospitals flooded with patients, 

overburdened healthcare workers, and increased 

oxygen demand. 

3.2. Possible Reasons behind COVID-19 Surge in 

India 

Indian COVID-19 cases flared up sharply during the 

second wave with the country recording more than 

300,000-400,000 cases daily. As genome sequencing 

seems to be crucial in managing the pandemic, Indian 

labs need to be well equipped with regard to the 

necessary funds and facilities for additional human and 

infrastructural resources for this catering only to 5% of 

all the detected cases at present. Although the second 

wave is spreading everywhere, the genome sequence is 

analyzed barely in 1% of the cases (17).  

At present, India spends less than 1% of its gross 

domestic product on research and development. An in-

depth understanding of the pathological and 

epidemiological mechanisms seems to be lacking 

possibly due to the less available data. The Indian R0 

(1.37) was high during the second wave, compared to 

other countries having an R0 value less than 1 to 0.5. It 

seems that India needs to have timely learned much 

from the first wave as it witnessed the highest daily 

COVID-19 death toll amid the deadly second wave. 

3.3. Role of SARS-CoV-2 Mutant Strains 

Mutations can escalate the capability of viruses to 

infect humans depending on the type, site, or nature. 

The RNA viruses mutate relatively rapidly with a 

rapidly evolving propensity. A novel variant of a virus 

generates after several cycles of viral mutation. One 

such SARS-CoV-2 variant is B.1.617 (delta variant), a 

double SARS-CoV-2 mutant preserving two mutations, 

namely L452R and E484Q (17, 18); L452R is a 

Californian strain that is also found in India. This 

variant was first identified in India by the end of March 

and was also simultaneously reported in the US, the 

UK, and Australia. The daily tally rising to about 

400,000 cases by May 03, 2021, has been attributed to 

this novel double-mutated strain. Another depiction of 

a novel variant called ‘triple mutant’ has recently been 

reported with an additional mutation, namely V383L, 

recently noticed in SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 

alongside the double mutation that was earlier reported 

in the samples sequenced in the state of Maharashtra, 

India (17,18). 

The UK variant B.1.1.7, mutated from B.1.167, has 

also been reported in some Indian states. The N440K 

variant has been reported in the Indian states, viz., 

Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana. Another highly 

contagious variant E484Q was reported in Maharashtra, 

with rapid lung infections, faster pulmonary changes, 

and a high risk of reinfection. As variants, like B.1.1.7 

(UK), B.1.351 (USA), B.1.1.28.1 (Japan/Brazil), and 

other mutants, are reported, understanding their 

genome sequences is highly recommended. As per 

reports, the virus infects the upper and lower 

respiratory tract, heart, kidney, liver, gut, and nervous 

system, causing multi-organ damage (19). It also 

causes severe complications in pregnant women, 

elderly people, and persons with pre-existing 

comorbidities, such as diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular  

disorders, and hypertension (20) as mentioned earlier. 

3.4. Role of the Government and the Public 

The citizens lowering the guard down and ignoring 

COVID-19 appropriate behavior protocols was 

certainly a valid reason for the recently observed huge 

surge in SARS-CoV-2 cases in India (18). All the 

major public places, including the malls, movie 

theatres, parks, schools, bars, restaurants, and stadiums, 

were opened in full capacity in early 2021 with the 

COVID-19 surveillance and control taking a backseat. 

People got frustrated following the COVID-19 

precautions after months of canceled activities, 
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economic challenges, and stress. Whatever feeble 

warning signals of the second wave were shunned 

down by the public as ‘negative sentiments’ while 

premature euphoria over herd immunity continued.  

The Kumbh Mela, an annual religious event 

organized with over 3.5 million people taking a dip in 

the holy Ganges, has been implicated in turning into a 

super-spreader (21). It led to an increase in active cases 

in the state of Uttarakhand from 30-40 cases per day in 

February to around 2000-2500 cases by the end of 

April. However, it is under debate of spreading issues 

whether massive gatherings during any pandemic 

results in a super spreading event. Furthermore, the 

elections conducted in India during April might have 

been a smoldering fire owing to huge gathering events 

in a few states of the country (18,21). What precede 

elections in India as also anywhere in a democracy are 

rallies and massive meetings, which put a massive 

additional number of people at risk during the ongoing 

pandemic waves. 

A couple of weeks before the second wave, it was 

assumed that the country has successfully tackled the 

COVD-19 pandemic along with necessary justification 

to export vaccines, Remdesivir, and oxygen supplies to 

the needy based on International policies of 

collaborative efforts to limit the spread of the 

pandemic. As a result, the country witnessed a 73.4% 

whopping increase in the global export of oxygen and  

60 million doses of vaccine around January 2021.  

When India began recording a dramatic rise in new 

COVID-19 cases in the second wave and the 

government allowed registration of citizens within the 

age group of 18-45 years for vaccination, a shortage of 

vaccines was felt. Additionally, some rumors about the 

COVID-19 vaccine made the eligible age group 

hesitant to take it in many localities, making double-

dose vaccination possible only in 0.7% of Indians while 

the cases were surging. Only 5% of the population 

received a single (the first) dose at that time when cases 

were surging; therefore, the impact has not been 

enough (22). 

3.5. Challenges and Failure of the Indian Healthcare 

System 

With about 8.5 hospital beds and 8 physicians per 

10,000 people, the healthcare system in India got 

stretched to its breaking point amid the second wave of 

COVID-19. As many hospitals were extended to work 

beyond their capacities in handling this highly 

infectious disease, particularly during the ongoing 

second wave, patients were worried about the 

availability of hospital beds, ventilators (oxygen 

supply), and drugs, like remdesivir and tocilizumab 

(14,17,18). The inefficiency and shortage of healthcare 

delivery systems did not match the growing need 

during this crisis (23).  

The lesser public spending on healthcare could be 

accountable for less equipped infrastructure and limited 

reach of healthcare services as was needed during the 

surging second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. The 

private healthcare industry of the country, estimated to 

be around 280 billion dollars, was primarily busy in 

providing five-star hospitalization and catering to the 

need for lifestyle diseases with huge insurance 

coverage. 

Doubling the percent gross domestic product 

expenditure on healthcare from the existing 1.3% to 

2.5% could improve the figure of hospital beds per 

10,000 populations from 8.5 to 100 as stated by the 

ambitious national health policy. With more than 80% 

of the population not having health insurance coverage, 

WHO revealed that an average Indian spends close to 

two-thirds from his own pocket towards healthcare 

expenses compared to the world average of 18.2%. 

Such exorbitant healthcare expenses push 63 million 

people into poverty every year. Overall, the pandemic 

has somehow undermined India’s resilience and 

reflected underfunding and considerably 

dysfunctioning the healthcare system amid surging 

cases (14). 

3.6. Insights into the First wave Vs. the Second 

Wave in India 

Almost after 6 months of its peak in the first wave  
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during September 2020, India witnessed another surge 

in COVID-19 cases from March 2021. Besides SARS-

CoV-2 variants, the possible reason for the second 

wave could be the overwhelmed euphoria on herd 

immunity. Moreover, the public ignored the real value 

of COVID-appropriate behavior (such as, wearing a 

face mask and following social distancing norms) set 

by the government to avoid risking SARS-CoV-2 

infection. People completely ignored these norms still 

in vogue, including participation in the Kumbh Mela (a 

super-spreader event). Additionally, many political 

rallies with huge gatherings continued during elections 

in April 2021 (24-26). 

Based on an analysis performed on patients from 

2020 to 2021, the Indian Council for Medical Research 

suggested that the difference between the behaviors of 

the age groups that got infected in both waves was not 

much. Based on a study performed on 1885 patients in 

the second wave and 7.600 patients in the first wave, 

more than 70% of patients in both waves were above 

40 years of age. Around 5.8% of the hospitalized 

patients were of 0-19 years of age in the second wave, 

compared to 4.2% in the earlier one. Similarly, the 

patients between 20-39 years of age increased to 25.5% 

from 23.7%. However, the symptoms in hospitalized 

cases in both the waves differed, with the higher 

number of asymptomatic patients being reported in the 

second wave. More cases of dry cough, joint pains, and 

headache in the previous wave were replaced by more 

patients with breathlessness during the second wave. 

The need for medical oxygen spiked to an 

unthinkable level in the second wave, and the request 

for oxygen support was flooded on social media day in 

and day out. While about 41.5% of the patients 

required oxygen in the first wave, the figure increased 

to 54.5% of the patients in the second wave. Similarly, 

the ventilator support requirement was 37.3% in the 

second wave, compared to 27.8% in the first one. Two 

vaccines were approved for emergency use in India, 

Covishield (an Oxford–AstraZeneca vaccine version  

 

manufactured by the Serum Institute of India, Pune) 

and Covaxin (developed indigenously by Bharat 

Biotech, Hyderabad).  

The Russian Sputnik V has been approved as a third 

vaccine in April 2021, and a few more are in pipeline. 

With vaccination made available to all above 18 years 

of age, the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation 

predicts that many lives could be saved by first August 

2021 (17,26,27). However, a total 

of 160,418,105 vaccine doses were administered in 

such a highly populated country as of May 3, 2021.  

It was also predicted that the daily deaths will rise to 

5,600 on May 10. However, Institute for Health 

Metrics and Evaluation suggested that India may save 

thousands of more lives if it was able to achieve 

universal mask coverage in the next week. During the 

massive surge in COVID-19 cases amid the flaring up 

of the second wave, foreign aids to India were also 

pouring in continuously from several countries, 

including the US, the UK, France, and a few others. 

This was with regards to the provision of necessary 

emergency support in the form of ventilators, oxygen 

concentrators, cryogenic oxygen containers, 

remdesivir, and other necessary medical facilities to 

strengthen the country for countering severe COVID-

19 surge in India by the timely meeting of the medical 

needs of SARS-CoV-2 hospitalized patients. 

3.7. Travel-to-India Advisory 

The CDC has advised against travel to India even for 

fully (two doses) vaccinated people amid the surging 

second wave. It issued a Level 4 travel health notice for 

people traveling to India (28). Travel restrictions could 

be a major strategy to break the spread of the virus 

across a larger geographical region (29,30). Several 

countries banned flights to and from India and advised 

travelers not to travel to India due to the rapid COVID-

19 upsurge, deadly SARS-CoV-2 variants, and the poor 

healthcare system. As a result, strict rules and 

regulations and mandatory quarantine of passengers 

arriving from India have been imposed by several  
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countries, like the UK, Canada, and Australia. 

3.8. Fears of the Third Wave of COVID-19 

Pandemic 

The people of India have just been presently 

experiencing a sign of relief from the second wave of 

the COVID-19 pandemic as a massive surge in cases 

has come down to only nearly 20,000 cases per day as 

of September 30, 2021. By this time, around 

880,000,000 people (65%) have been vaccinated (with 

at least one single dose of COVID-19 vaccine) out of 

1,350,000,000 population of India by follow up of 

massive vaccination drive 

(https://covid19.who.int/region/searo/country/in). 

Medical facilities and infrastructures have been 

strengthened in recent times with increasing the 

production capacity of vaccines in the country.  

Except for the educational institutions, most of the 

social, and commercial establishments, including the 

holy worshipping places are now open for unrestricted 

human movements but following the COVID-19 

appropriate behavior and recommended protocols to 

control the spread. More recently, educational institutes 

and schools are also being opened up gradually. 

Nevertheless, the majority of people have been 

following the anti-infection practices, like wearing the 

mask, using hand sanitizers, and maintaining social 

distancing.  

However, due to the incumbent season of festivals 

and religious ceremonies combined with long-due 

marriage ceremonies, there is an increased possibility 

for large-scale gatherings in the future. This may 

precipitate the situation, increase the transmissibility of 

the virus, and initiate the third wave of the COVID-19 

pandemic. Interestingly, the second wave of the 

COVID-19 pandemic in India was due to the Delta 

variant of the novel SARS-CoV-2 (31). The Delta 

variant and the Delta plus variant (B. 1. 617. 3) variant 

had further spread to several parts of the world 

including the USA, UK, Japan, Indonesia, and several 

other European and developed countries (32-34).  

The Delta variant continues to be responsible for 

multiple fresh waves of infections throughout the world 

and raising the concerns for medical emergencies and 

deteriorating the public health situations. The Indian 

scenario is unique, where the second wave appears to 

have now been stabilized with only 2-3 states of the 

country accounting for more than 80% of the daily total 

infections and deaths. However, the concern of a third 

wave remains owing to the fact that a genetic variant of 

the Delta strain which is now called Delta plus is 

potentially circulating and may in the future become 

responsible for the third wave of the pandemic (Figure 

2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Delta variants of the novel SARS-CoV-2 virus 

have been labeled as variants of concern, and there is 

emerging evidence about their increased 

transmissibility, resistance to monoclonal antibodies, 

and convalescent sera (35, 36). Moreover, the Delta 

variants appear to also infect the vaccinated population 

which further raises the associated concerns (37). 

However, the availability of vaccination is instrumental 

in minimizing the morbidity associated with the 

infection and reducing the stress on the healthcare 

systems, especially in the developing and third world 

countries that lack adequate infrastructures (38).  

Recent studies have also noted that the seropositivity 

against the novel SARS-CoV-2 among the selected 

population groups improved through the first (<5%) 

and second waves (up to 20%) of the pandemic. In 

addition, a reduction was noted in the occurrences of 

milder infections, rates of hospitalizations, and 

intensive care admissions along with reduced fatalities 

(39, 40). 

3.9. Blood Scarcity During COVID-19 

Like other sectors, the COVID-19 outbreak has posed 

a very negative impact on blood donation campaigns 

 
Figure 2. Variants of SARS-CoV-2 responsible for 

consecutive hits in the Indian scenario.  
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worldwide. The imposed lockdowns in several 

countries led to severe blood scarcity in the blood 

banks as the blood donation programs are halted 

worldwide (41). In several countries, blood donations 

have been decreased over time (42). The spread of 

SARS-CoV-2 via blood transfusion has not been 

detected yet; however, the increasing fear and anxiety 

may be the possible reason for a substantial decrease in 

blood donations (43-45). For this reason, people would 

not participate in various blood donation programs. The 

blood collecting agencies have also pointed a 

significant rise in donor cancellations, which resulted in 

a remarkable reduction in blood availability and raised 

serious concerns among the hospitals (46,47). A 

number of research groups have pointed out several 

consequences related to the scarcity of blood in the 

blood banks. Hence, the strategies to promote blood 

donations with appropriate safety measures during the 

COVID-19 pandemic are highly recommended (48-52). 

3.10. Challenges Ahead to be Addressed 

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is still haunting 

around with its devastating health effects and severe 

adverse impacts on economies worldwide. As of 

September 30, 2021, more than 233 million confirmed 

cases have been reported with over 4.7 million deaths 

(53). Few of the challenges are required to be handled, 

like developing more efficacious and protective 

vaccines, vaccine safety issues, breaking vaccine 

hesitancy, and affordable equitable access of vaccines 

at global level, ramping up of bulk production of  

vaccines, dangers of emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants, 

and mutants, checking breakthrough of vaccine-

induced protective levels, immunized people being 

infected with the virus/variants, vaccination drive to be 

scaled up and obtaining herd immunity. Moreover, the 

recommended prevention and control strategies are 

warranted to be strictly implemented, altogether aiding 

to tackle the COVID-19 pandemic (54-66).  

Apart from these, animal spillover events, cross-

species jumping, and zooanthroponotic transmission of  

 

SARS-CoV-2 along with zoonotic implications and 

concerns need to be taken into account by 

strengthening the surveillance and monitoring of 

animals for the presence of SARS-CoV-2, adopting one 

health strategy to a wider level, and developing 

vaccines for companion and captive animals, 

vaccinating few animal species to check the circulation 

of SARS-CoV-2 in animal population and 

subsequently, limiting human-to-animal or any 

possibility of animal-to-human transmission as was 

seen in minks. Such strategies would help restrain the 

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic waves as well as 

facilitate the design of appropriate preparedness plans 

to mitigate the fears of future pandemics (67-76).  

4. Conclusion 

In view of the fact that the virus has been undergoing 

mutations, increased surveillance of the SARS-CoV-2 

mutations based on genomic sequence studies could 

help to understand the course of the second COVID-19 

wave in the country and facilitate the preparation of 

plans to tackle feasible third wave of the pandemic. It is 

important to restrict the movements of people both 

locally and globally. Besides, there is a public need to 

follow appropriate COVID-19 guidelines as well as 

prevention and control strategies.  

Other measures include strengthening of the 

healthcare systems and medical facilities, increasing the 

containment zones, extending the currently imposed 

partial and complete lockdowns implemented in a few 

states, and going further for more lockdowns, strictly 

‘breaking the chain’ of the rapid virus spread to 

effectively control the ongoing second wave of the 

pandemic, and counter the possible incidence of the 3rd 

wave. Governments are working proactively to boost 

the vaccine drive and ensure complete vaccination of 

people at the earliest time possible. Major efforts are 

going on currently to contain and limit the second wave 

of COVID-19 in India and hopefully, it will be 

controlled soon.  
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